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Abstract

Periradicular (PR) bony defects are common consequence of chronic endodontic lesions. Occasionally, conventional root canal treatment is not appropriate for complete regression of the lesion. PR surgeries may be warranted in such selected cases. PR surgery provides a ready access for the complete removal of pathologic lesion from the periapical region. Recently, the attempt of regeneration of the destroyed PR tissues has gained more attention rather than repair of it. In order to promote regeneration after apical surgery, the principle of guided tissue regeneration (GTR) has proved to be very useful. This case presents the management of a large PR lesion in a 20-year-old female. The PR lesion associated with lower anterior teeth was treated using PR surgery and GTR concept. The case was followed up for nine months radiographically and clinically. The principle of GTR improved the clinical outcome and prognosis of the endodontically involved teeth with a large PR defect by restoring the labial plate.

Introduction:

Radicular cyst (periapical) is the most common lesion encountered secondary to caries or trauma in oral and maxillofacial region. If the offending tooth is not treated or extracted, the lesion continues to enlarge via the hyperosmolarity. Periapical surgery is indicated in cases where there is infection persisting on the apical areas of the tooth, radicular cyst, and/or foreign body reactions. Periapical surgery includes the surgical debridement of periapical lesion, root apex resection and root end cavity preparation to receive a filling material.

The practice of conventional periapical surgery after surgical debridement of a large cystic lesion often resulted in healing by scar tissue formation. Histologically, this consisted of replacement of the periapical tissue with fibrous connective tissue. Using immediate bone grafting in significant bony defect after periapical surgery with the guided tissue regeneration (GTR) concept of restriction of rapidly proliferating epithelial and gingival cells into the area of new bone formation will enhance the osseous healing and optimize the outcome of the surgical procedure.
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Case report:
A 20 years old female medically free patient presented with chronic gingival swelling related to lower anterior teeth which subsides intermittently with antibiotic intake. The patient revealed a history of dentoalveolar trauma three years ago at this area and received multiple root canal treatment in these teeth after nine months from the incident.

On clinical examination, the two lower central incisors revealed mobility grade I. The radiological findings revealed a large periapical radiolucency related to the lower anteriors (centrals and laterals) and lower left canine. The canine showed a broken file at the full length of the canal.

A multidisciplinary approach consisting of endodontic therapy followed by periapical surgery with GTR procedure, was decided. A written consent was signed by the patient after illustration of benefits and risks.

First, endodontic retreatment was done to the affected teeth after removal the broken file by an endodontist.

Then, Bilateral mental nerve block was used for complete anesthesia and hemostasis. Three lines pyramidal flap with two vertical releasing incisions, extending from distal to mandibular right canine to distal to left canine,

A mucoperiosteal flap was elevated and the periapical area of lower anteriors was exposed.

A fenestration type of defect was noticed in the periapical region. This was further enlarged to gain complete access to the cystic lesion, which was finally enucleated [Figure 1]. Apicoectomy with retrograde filling of the offending teeth was performed [Figure 2].

A large periapical defect (3x2x1.5 cm) resulted with relation to the apices of lower incisors and lower left canine. Complete curettage done and walls of the defect stimulated by round bur to produce bleeding.

**Figure 1:** The main part of the enucleated cyst.

**Figure 2:** Surgical enucleation with curettage, and apicoectomy with retrograde filling of the offending teeth. A Collagen membrane, was placed to cover the boundaries of the defect. The membrane was secured in position lingually and apically by sutures to the overlying flap [Figure 3]. The flap was repositioned and sutured with 3-0 vicryl suture material.
Figure 3: The membrane was secured in position by sutures to the base of the flap, then interdental sutures later.

Amoxicillin + clavulanic acid 1 g twice daily, and diclofenac potassium 50 mg thrice daily for five days were prescribed. An intramuscular injection of dexamethasone 8 mg was also administered once only to control the postoperative edema. The patient informed the post-operative instructions in a written manner and 0.125% chlorhexidine digluconate mouthwash was prescribed, as an aid for plaque control twice daily for five days starting from the second day postoperatively.

A histopathologic study of the cystic capsule was performed to confirm the provisional diagnosis of the periapical cyst.

The patient was recalled after one week then periodically every two weeks for follow up. All the adjacent teeth were vital, but the mobility of the lower central incisors was still evident. The patient was advised eating soft diet and maintaining good oral hygiene, i.e, tooth brushing, use of interdental hygiene aids such as dental floss and use of antimicrobial mouth rinse.

The patient received scaling and root planning treatment with local irrigation of tetracycline three times, once every two months. All the lower anterior teeth become stable after six months. A nine months post-operative panoramic radiograph revealed complete bony healing as indicated by increase in radiodensity [Figure 4].
Discussion:
Periapical pathology may persist, however an adequate endodontic treatment was done. In such cases, PR surgery will be a vital therapeutic option to salvage the tooth.\textsuperscript{[9]} Conventional endodontic treatment demonstrated a high-risk of failure, particularly in cases of large periapical lesions.\textsuperscript{[10]} GTR technique successfully used in clinical periodontal practice and may be applied as an adjunctive therapy in endodontic surgery. The described case report presents with a large PR lesion from endodontic origin, with no periodontal communication. In order to gain surgical access to the large cystic lesion, to facilitate its complete elimination, a loss of labial cortical plate ensued. The healing of PR defects with concomitant loss of labial cortical plate is compromised, involving poor regeneration of periapical tissues.\textsuperscript{[11]}

The rationale of bone decortication is controversial, seems to cause some beneficial effects such as stimulation of a “regional acceleratory phenomenon” and advance the process of angiogenesis accompanied by the recruitment of pluripotential cells in the defect site. The blood clot thus formed may provide a hoard of cytokines and growth factors, accelerating the healing process.\textsuperscript{[12]}

A barrier membrane was used to ward off epithelial cells and fibroblasts, facilitating repopulation of periodontal ligament cells.\textsuperscript{[13]} The membrane must be secured in position for preventing the mobility and collapse of the membrane, thus facilitating space maintenance to improve the outcome.\textsuperscript{[14]} In this case the securing done by suturing to the base of flap and to the lingual side. For more stability the titanium minipins can be used, which weren’t available at the time of surgery.

Several authors have reported the successful resolution of periapical defects with using a combined application of membrane and bone grafts,\textsuperscript{[15]}\textsuperscript{[16]}\textsuperscript{[17]}\textsuperscript{[18]}\textsuperscript{[19]} or with using a membrane alone (guided tissue regeneration).\textsuperscript{[20]}\textsuperscript{[21]}\textsuperscript{[22]}

The present case report describes a successful resolution of a large PR lesion of endodontic origin, accompanied with loss of labial cortical plate. The outcome success may be attributed to the following factors:

Complete debridement of the PR defect, decortication of the bony defect at multiple sites, securing of the membrane and primary wound closure.

It is essential to carry out the PASS principle. PASS involves primary closure of surgical site (P), angiogenesis by providing adequate blood supply and the cell type necessary for regeneration (A), space creation and maintenance (S) and finally stability of the blood clot (S).\textsuperscript{[14]}
Conclusion:
The effect of GTR procedures can be virtually improved by securing the membrane in place by sutures. A successful resolution of a large PR lesion, unresponsive to conventional endodontic therapy can be achieved with application of GTR. GTR may improve the prognosis of teeth with large PR lesion.
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